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Cleo and Blaze are 5yearold feline housemates who had been liv
ing together for about three years when their guardian reached 
out to me in March last year.  

 
The Cats 
Name: Cleo  
Breed: Domestic shorthair (spayed female) 
Appearance: Tabby with white markings. 
Background: Acquired from a shelter in upstate New York when about 9 
months old; found as a stray kitten. 
Personality (according to guardian): A friendly, social, lap cat. 
 
Name: Blaze  
Breed: Domestic shorthair (neutered male) 
Appearance: Orange tabby with white markings. 
Background: Adopted from the same shelter about a year after adopt
ing Cleo, when he was about two years old; previous owner had died. 
Personality (according to guardian): A sweet, silly, playful, and kitten
ish—a “permanent toddler.”  

Basement Bugaboo: The  
Curious Case of Cleo and Blaze
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During our initial conversation, Cleo and Blaze’s guardian reported 
that the cats were best friends and that they slept together and played 
games of mutual chasing and wrestling. She described a typical interac
tion as Cleo approaching Blaze, putting her head under his chin to initi
ate him to groom her, and then curling up with him as they groomed 
each other (see video, Blaze grooming Cleo). 

Cleo and Blaze’s guardian lives in a suburban area in a threelevel 
townhome that has a finished walkout basement with carpeting, a sofa 
set, and a TV. She spent her evenings in the basement, relaxing and 
playing with the cats. On two occasions in 2016, Blaze saw an outside 
cat on the patio through the glass doors in the basement, and he and 
the outside cat tried to fight with each other through the glass. In both 
cases, Blaze redirected his aggression onto Cleo, and their guardian had 
to keep them separated for a couple of days. In spring 2017, she in
stalled shutters on the glass doors to eliminate the cats’ outside view in 
the basement and prevent further problems. 
 
Cat Fight 
One evening in December 2018, Cleo and Blaze’s guardian was playing 
with the cats in the basement, and Cleo was hiding under a curtain that 
had been just taken down. Blaze approached the curtain to investigate, 
and a serious fight suddenly ensued. The guardian separated the cats 
and took Blaze to an emergency vet the next day. Fortunately, he got a 
clean bill of health. Cleo went to her regular vet a few days later and 
also got clean bill of health. When the guardian tried to reintroduce the 
cats to each other during this time, Blaze would relentlessly attack Cleo 
as soon as he saw her, so she kept the cats completely separated for a 
couple of weeks.  
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Paula Garber discusses the case of two best friends, one of whom started attacking  

the other following a “fight” with a neighborhood cat through the window

In order to stop the cats fighting, author Paula Garber devised a multipronged 
plan that included environmental modification, stress reduction, systematic  
desensitization and counterconditioning, and leash training

Resident felines Cleo (left) and Blaze were best friends until Blaze saw another 
cat outside the basement window, tried to fight him through the glass, and then 
redirected his aggression onto Cleo

Blaze saw an outside cat on the patio through the 
glass doors in the basement, and he and the  
outside cat tried to fight with each other through 
the glass. In both cases, Blaze redirected his  
aggression onto Cleo, and their guardian had to 
keep them separated for a couple of days.

https://youtu.be/hQAXh_yB4og


In an aim to reduce the cats’ stress levels, the vet recommended 
giving each cat 125 mg of Zylkene® (a behavior supplement for pets) 
daily, and this was started in December shortly after the incident*. The 
cats finally reached a point where they were fine together and every
thing was back to normal—unless they were both in the basement. 
Everywhere else in the house, they were fine, but in the basement, Cleo 
would become fearful and Blaze would become aggressive with her.  
 
Environmental Modification 
Their guardian tried adding a cat tree, new toys, and Feliway® Multicat 
diffusers in the basement, and she had the carpet steam cleaned. She 
also rinsed the patio with white vinegar to remove any foreign odors 
that could have been wafting inside. The cats wouldn’t fight in the base
ment if she gave them both treats, but when left to their own devices, 
Cleo would become fearful and Blaze would chase her up the stairs and 
relentlessly pursue her throughout the house until their guardian inter
vened. She decided to barricade the open doorway on the main floor 
that led to the basement to prevent them from going down there, but 
they both tried to get through it and were sometimes successful. She 
then made plans to install a permanent door there to keep the cats out, 
and the days of spending time relaxing in the basement and playing 
with Cleo and Blaze seemed to be over.  
  
Consult 
After meeting Cleo, Blaze and their guardian in their home in late March 
2019 then, I made the following recommendations: 

• Expand the cats’ territory in the basement: This could be 
achieved by adding easily accessible elevated space in the form 
of cat trees, perches, and shelves. New territory would not hold 
a negative association for the cats and would enable them to 
more easily share the basement space with less conflict. 

• Eliminate potential sources of competition and tension: Poten
tial sources of conflict between the cats included feeding in 
close proximity to each other (the cats also pushed each other 
away from their food bowls), and litter boxes that were 
grouped together in a deadend area on the second floor.  

• Use systematic desensitization and counterconditioning: A 
DS/CC protocol would be implemented to gradually change the 
cats’ negative association both with the basement and each 
other in that space to a positive association. 

Cleo and Blaze’s guardian also wanted to install the permanent door 
at the top of the basement stairs for safety reasons before working with 
the cats together, so while she was choosing a door and hiring a con
tractor, we made the following preparations:  

• Individually reacclimate each cat to the basement: Allow each 
cat to spend time in the basement without the other cat pres
ent. Add items in the basement that each cat could use to dis
tribute scent, such as scratching posts and pads, cat beds, and 
soft blankets. Encourage use of the items by rubbing them with 
catnip and positively reinforcing the cats when they used them. 
Encourage play and make lots of good things happened for 
each cat during their time in the basement. 

• Train Blaze to wear a harness and leash: As a safety precaution, 
Blaze would wear a harness and leash during the exercises. The 
leash would be tethered to his guardian’s arm or leg during the 
training sessions to prevent him from lunging at or chasing 
Cleo. The leash should be loose so there was no tension on it, 
but short enough so that Blaze could not lunge at Cleo. 

When individually reacclimating the cats to the basement, the cats’ 
guardian encountered a problem when bringing Cleo back up to the 
main floor —Blaze started attacking Cleo. To address this, I recom
mended that she, when bringing one of the cats upstairs after a base
ment visit, should give both cats treats before they saw each other, at 
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the moment they saw each other, and again once they were in the same 
room together to prevent such problems. This worked well. During this 
preparation period, the guardian also added a large cat tree in the base
ment and introduced each cat to the tree individually, as shown in the 
videos, Cleo intro to new cat tree and Blaze intro to new cat tree.  

On May 7, my client informed me that the new door to the base
ment had been installed, Blaze was harness trained, and both cats were 
remaining calm and relaxed during their individual visits downstairs. She 
was ready to begin desensitizing and counterconditioning the cats to 
each other in the basement. She started with the cats at the top of the 
basement stairs and gradually worked with them down the stairs and 
into the basement. (See the videos, May 8 ‐ DS‐CC on landing, May 10 ‐ 
DS‐CC on landing and first step, and May 12 ‐ DS‐CC on landing and first 
and second steps, which log the cats’ first three training sessions.)  

My client reported on June 6 that she had gotten the cats all the 
way down the basement stairs and several feet into the main room, and 
that they were no longer fighting at the top of the stairs when one or 
both of them came up from the basement. However, Blaze was resistant 
to going down the basement stairs alone without his guardian. I sug
gested that she start tossing treats down the stairs for him to chase—
tossing them down only a few steps at first and working up to tossing 
treats all the way down the stairs. We also started phasing out the cats’ 
individual visits to the basement around this time and replaced them 
with visits to the basement that included both cats at the same time. 
 
Roadblock 
A few days later, my client contacted me with a concern. The cats were 
doing very well together in the basement, with Blaze still on harness 
and leash, but when she stopped the steady flow of treats, Cleo would 
start roaming and exploring the room, and Blaze would follow her. Since 
this was typically how a fight and a chase started, their guardian was un
sure what to do—should she stop the exercise and bring Blaze upstairs, 
or should she keep Blaze on a short leash and let him follow Cleo? I ad
vised her to watch the cats’ body language closely and referred her to 
the handouts on body language that I’d provided (see Resources), specif
ically signals of fear, anxiety, or aggression that might include not eating 
the treats, moving away, staring at or approaching the other cat with 
head lowered and tail down, crouched body, tail flicking or swishing, 

The cats finally reached a point where they were 
fine together and everything was back to  
normal—unless they were both in the basement. 
Everywhere else in the house, they were fine, but 
in the basement, Cleo would become fearful and 
Blaze would become aggressive with her.
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As Cleo would become fearful and Blaze aggressive when allowed free rein to the 
basement, their guardian barricaded the doorway to prevent the cats from  
accessing the area

https://youtu.be/5DZHLDW2YN4
https://youtu.be/B9GG11-L-_k
https://youtu.be/2K-mvSIXfhI
https://youtu.be/k_nfxJRhU9Q
https://youtu.be/k_nfxJRhU9Q
https://youtu.be/k_nfxJRhU9Q
https://youtu.be/3IQ5G7MH8mY
https://youtu.be/3IQ5G7MH8mY
https://youtu.be/3IQ5G7MH8mY
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ears turned to the side or back, constricted or dilated pupils, and, of 
course, hissing or growling. I also advised her to keep Blaze on the har
ness and leash, but not a short leash and not pulling on the leash, and 
to keep a blocker (a large pillow or blanket) on hand to place in between 
the cats to deescalate any tension, if necessary. She should also con
tinue to keep distractions high (i.e. treats and toys) and roaming times 
brief. 

Several months passed, and in early September I received a report 
from my client that said she and the cats were spending a lot of time in 
the basement together, but that she never left them there alone. Blaze 
was still on a harness and leash, but she was able to let go of the leash 
most of the time. A couple of days later, she reported that she and the 
cats had spent a couple of hours in the basement together, and Blaze 
had only his harness on with no leash, and everything went well. Cleo 
liked to be on the new cat tree while Blaze preferred the floor. About a 
week later, the guardian reported that the cats had curled up on the 
couch together when they were all in the basement the evening before. 

On September 21, the guardian did a test: she opened the base
ment door and allowed both cats to go down on their own. Blaze had no 
harness on and she gave them treats as they went down the stairs and 
into the main room, but then left them alone. The cats spent several 
hours in the basement and their guardian checked on them multiple 
times—there were no issues. She was pleased to say, “So far, so good!” 
A few weeks later, she reported that she could now leave the basement 
door open when she’s home, and the cats had not had any problems. 
She would close the door when she went to sleep or left the house.  

Finally, on December 18, my client reported that the door to the 
basement remains open all the time now, and that she, Cleo and Blaze 
are back in their old evening routine of relaxing and playing together in 
their favorite space. n 
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Sciences Institute. She is chairwoman of PPG’s Feline Division, serves 
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*Cleo and Blaze’s guardian has gradually tapered the dose of Zylkene®. Currently, 
when she’s home, they each get half of a 75mg capsule per a day (usually with 
dinner). When she travels for work, which is frequently, she has the pet sitter give 
each get half of a 75 mg capsule with each meal (breakfast and dinner). At the 
time of going to press she was about to speak with her vet about taking them off 
the medication altogether as they are doing so well and she doesn’t think they 
need it any longer.
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